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After a three-year hiatus, we can finally return to the Channel Islands. We are always delighted at the size 
and seniority of our offshore audience and how it increases each time, and we are confident this year will 
see that trend continue. 
 
We are most grateful to our hosts, Mourant, whose generosity has allowed us to arrange this important 
meeting, at which we will be discussing a miscellany of security topics for the first time in Guernsey. The 
agenda has been curated based on local feedback, covering important topics, including keeping up with 
regulators, threat intelligence, supply chain security, cryptocurrency, and geopolitics. 
 
All SASIG events operate under the Chatham House Rule, and there is no charge to attend. Our hosts will 
kindly provide refreshments. We look forward to welcoming you to this SASIG event. 
 

 
 

Tuesday 7 February 2023 

9am to 2.30pm 

Mourant, Royal Chambers, Royal Ave, 
Guernsey, GY1 1WA 

Guernsey SASIG 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sasigevents/
https://twitter.com/SASIGEvents
https://www.mourant.com/


 

 

 
Chair 

Tarquin Folliss OBE, Vice Chairman, The SASIG 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

9am  Registration, coffee and networking 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
9.30am Welcome and introductions 
 Tarquin Folliss OBE Vice Chairman, The SASIG 

Matthew Parker Chief Information Security Officer, Mourant 
 
 
9.45am Opening keynote - Keeping up with the regulators  
 Sally Rochester Director, Mourant Consulting  

 
Despite the constant development of new regulations, many operators are ill-
prepared for new laws. In heavily regulated industries such as financial services 
and gaming, it’s vital that we can be agile and ready for change. Sally examines 
how to stay up to date with new regulations, how to approach meeting those 
regulations and what to do when deadlines can’t be met. 
 
 

10.15am Threat intelligence briefing  
 Bradley Bosher Senior Systems Engineer, Varonis  
 

How secure are your business data, systems, and networks? Cybercrime is on the 
rise, and it’s vital to understand where your organisation stands in the face of 
emerging threats, how these work, and how we can prevent them, to keep our 
data secure. We look at the latest risks facing businesses today and where these 
trends are heading. We consider the current state of cybercrime, with key 
takeaways on how your organisation can best protect itself. 
 
 

10.45am Panel session – Supply chain  
Facilitated by Justin Bellinger Guernsey Chief Executive, Sure  
Carl Ceillam CEO and Founder, The Chain  
Paul Torode Group Head of Information Security & IT Governance, First Central 

Bert Pereira Head of IT, Investec Bank  
 

An increasing number of organisations are suffering cyber attacks via their supply 
chains or their IT service providers. How do we improve cybersecurity in supply 
chains, especially in the complex health sector, and protect our soft underbelly 
from threat actors and other dangers to our resilience? 

 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

11.45am Tea, coffee and networking break 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

 
 
12 noon Panel session - To cloud or not to cloud 

Facilitated by Tarquin Folliss OBE Vice Chairman, The SASIG 
Bradley Bosher Senior Systems Engineer, Varonis  
Matthew Parker Chief Information Security Officer, Mourant  
Mark James Senior Manager, ESET  
 
Are you ready to take a leap into 'The cloud'? Cloud storage is providing an 
increasingly significant part of our businesses' technology infrastructure. We 
consider the benefits of cloud storage and the security issues we should bear in 
mind when considering a cloud solution. Whether you are ready or not, we will 
understand better what it means for your security and how to make the transition 
to an online data centre as smooth as possible. 
 

 
1pm A dangerous point in history – Geopolitics, technology and the evolution of 

threats 
 Tarquin Folliss OBE Vice Chairman, The SASIG  
  

The world feels like a more dangerous place: a major war in Europe with 
repercussions across the world, the legacy of a pandemic, rampant inflation, an 
energy crisis and the potential for famine in the poorest countries. The Russo-
Ukraine war is only one manifestation of geopolitics’ influence on our lives. In an 
increasingly polarised world, our strategic challenges appear more 
daunting. Technology has been a significant enabler for us and those who wish us 
ill. The new Cold War we seem destined to experience will only exacerbate 
this. Tarquin Folliss will focus on the influence of geopolitics, its inconvenient 
truths, and the evolving technologies our adversaries deploy to compound the 
crises we face. 

 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

1.30pm  End of meeting. Networking luncheon 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
About 

 
The Security Awareness Special Interest Group (SASIG) 

 
SASIG is a subscription-free networking forum, membership now represents hundreds of 
organisations of all sizes from across the world and from all sectors, public and private. Its 
7,500+ membership is drawn from CIOs, CISOs and their staff with responsibility for 
cybersecurity within their organisations. Professionals from other disciplines (risk, HR, legal, 
supply, etc.) and representatives from government, law enforcement and academia are also 
being increasingly welcomed at events. The Chatham House Rule is strictly enforced and 
universally respected at all meetings, and vendors and the Press are routinely excluded. Thus, 
the level of debate is extraordinarily revealing and rewarding. 
 
SASIG has a members’ website at www.thesasig.com. Please register here for membership. 
 
 
 

With thanks to our supporters… 
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